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Message from the Executive Chairmen
The drive to remain the default flag for quality owners, while
continuously raising the bar for excellence and safety standards, is the goal and mainstay for everyone at the Liberian
Registry. As a part of our strategy toward this objective, and
toward future growth, we intend to be a leading voice in the
industry, and to advocate for smart regulations as a member
of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Council.

From left to right: Adam Cohen, Elan Cohen

The Liberian Registry is prepared to help owners and operators with the implementation of all conventions to which we
are party, though we aim to ensure that all conventions are
implemented with practical, common-sense rules. These
rules must be evaluated and decided with sufficient technical and practical consideration to minimise uncertainty in
their implementation.

It is obvious that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to comply with 2020 regulations, and effective implementation is the responsibility of all stakeholders. As we look at the different ways our industry has addressed the pre2020 IMO sulphur reduction mandate, shipowners who invested in scrubbers as an accepted compliance method,
should be able to operate in all waters without restriction in accordance with global emission limits. At the recent
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 74) meeting, the Liberian Administration stood with those who
were early movers, calling for additional scientific clarity around scrubbers as to not penalise those owners. On the
other hand, owners who switched from high-sulphur fuel oil (HSFO) to marine gas oil (MGO) or fuel blends must
rely on the Port States to report on availability, quality and safety of compliant fuel. Regardless of which method is
chosen, it’s clear that shipowners disproportionately carry the economic burden of compliance.
Liberia is able to provide the highest level of advice and assistance to our shipowners and managers. We provide
technical, practical and economical guidelines to our clients regarding the implementation of conventions, and we
will continue to not only participate in IMO meetings, but lead the discussions so all measures to ensure consistent
implementation are practically considered as the industry meets this mandate together.
With thanks,

Adam Cohen & Elan Cohen
Executive Chairmen
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LET LIBERIA INTERVENE

Detention Prevention Successes

ust prior to entering New Orleans, USA, a 10-year-old chemical tanker reported a pipe fracture,
which resulted in seawater entering the engine room. The Liberian Administration took immediate action by notifying the USCG and engaging its local flag State inspector to investigate,
who afterwards communicated their findings and corrective actions to the USCG. After conducting
a follow-up inspection, a report was provided to the USCG to demonstrate the satisfactory repairs
and closure of the incident. The USCG attended the vessel upon arrival and quickly departed the
vessel without further adverse actions. The timely intervention of the Liberian Administration and
Flag State inspector assisted in preventing a possible USCG detention and off-hire situation.

Integration of electronic
Data Exchange and
Detention Prevention
The Liberian Registry’s new data
exchange with its Recognised
Organisations (RO) provides online,
real-time access through a ‘single
window’ to data on all statutory certificates issued by Class/RO.
The data is connected directly to
Liberia’s Detention Prevention programme, which enhances its automated and predicted risk analysis. This
will help ensure vessel compliance
prior to port arrival, while minimising
inspection times, as Liberia’s inspectors will have access to the complete
background of a vessel before going
on board.
The data exchange will simplify PSC
inspections by providing real-time
vessel information to the Registry’s
duty officer, the technical department
and the Detention Prevention
system, which can then be shared
with PSC, if needed.
This will
enhance trust with PSC who will rely
more on flag involve-ment to
minimise the amount of time spent
on vessels.
With this vessel information aggregated on one platform, the system
will support in the collection and
reporting of data in accordance with
both IMO Data Collection System
(DCS) and EU Monitoring, Reporting
and Verification (MRV).
These programmes provide another
example of how Liberia continues to
lead the industry in technological and
data-sharing innovations.
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Liberia’s Expanding Fleet

Tim Keegan, Vice President of Marine Safety, retires
The Liberian Registry welcomes PACIFIC JASPER. Eastern
Pacific Shipping of Singapore has taken delivery of the
49,998-dwt oil / chemical tanker from Japan’s Onomichi
Dockyard Co., Ltd.

Welcome to the 120,500-dwt container ship MSC BIANCA
who recently joined the Liberian Registry. Jinhai Intelligent
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. built her in China, and MSC
Mediterranean Shipping Company has taken delivery of
this container ship in March.

The Liberian Registry welcomes the 13,499-dwt tanker
OCEAN EEL, built at Zhejiang Shenzhou Shipbuilding Co.,
and operated by Ocean Tankers (Pte), Ltd., in Singapore.
Welcome to the fleet!

Tim Keegan retired this July after 23 years at
the Liberian Registry as the head of the Marine
Safety and Security Divisions. Words are not
enough to recognise and honour Tim for his
years of service to the Registry. Tim has been a
stalwart of Liberia’s Marine Safety Programme,
guiding shipowners, ship operators, class societies and the Registry’s regional managers in
implementing international regulations and proactive compliance, while training many employees from around globe.
Tim has seen many changes during his tenure
at the Liberian Registry, while developing lifelong friendships along the way. Tim joined the
Liberian Registry in 1996 after discussions
with Tony Dupree, Liberia’s VP of Technical, and
Captain John DeLeonardis, who is no longer with
the Registry, peaked his interest in the organisation. A few years later in 1999, its founder, Yoram
Cohen, established LISCR and the months leading up to this new vision for the Registry were
interesting times. Mr. Cohen established LISCR
with a more innovative, creative and rewarding culture; Tim shared this vision and knew he
could help grow the company.
“Those first few years were challenging and
rewarding,” Tim remembers, “as we established
excellent working relationships with the vessel operators, inspectors and class societies.”
Together with LISCR’s original team, the Registry
successfully gained the trust of stakeholders,
and in particular, the vessel operators. The
Registry gradually added more staff, including
Captain David Pascoe in 2003, and many others
who have now been with Liberia for decades.

Their collective talents helped to expand the
fleet from less than 1,800 vessels to more than
4,000 vessels, and with a combination of excellent customer service and outstanding innovative programmes, they continue to enhance the
Registry’s quality reputation to what it is today.
Tim Keegan says, “I remember attending the
Conference of Contracting Governments in
London during December of 2002 where I contributed to the development of the International
Ship Security Code.” Tim developed the ISPS
training programme, and later, with Alphard
Romero, expanded to include ISM audit training
for Liberia’s inspectors. Tim continues, “In addition to ISM and ISPS audit services, we expanded
the plan approval services from SOPEPs and
SMPEPs to include SSPs, BWM Plans, STS
Plans, VOC Plans and Garbage Management
plans. We now offer a number of additional services to assist our vessel operators.
“I am very proud to have contributed to the
establishment, growth and positive reputation
of LISCR and the Liberian Registry,” Tim continues, “it is the Quality Ship Registry. I will miss
the day-to-day contact with my co-workers and
our vessel operators, but I am looking forward
to the next adventure. I am confident as I leave
the management of the Safety Department to
Josiah Toepfer.”
When Tim reflects on the past 23 years, he
remembers the hard work, the lessons learned,
the people and the value of having a positive
and enthusiastic group of colleagues, co-workers and great vessel operators.
“Fair winds and following seas.”

LISCR SAFETY TIP #2 Test your fire protection systems

The 54,406-dwt LPG tanker, VIVIT DUBHE, built by Hyundai
Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., in South Korea for Union Maritime
of London, joined Liberia’s growing fleet in March. Welcome!

Flag and port State inspectors have recently been identifying an increasing
number of deficiencies regarding the testing and operation of fire detection and fire protection systems. Heat and smoke detectors are found nonresponsive, and fire alarm systems are noted as having numerous faults that
prevent the system from properly alerting crews. In some cases, these deficiencies have resulted in vessel delays and detentions. Meanwhile, many
crew and operators are left fixing their defective systems and developing
testing procedures to continuously verify proper operation. Even vessels
which already have proper procedures in place have been found neglecting
their own instructions. Therefore, it is imperative for the safety of the vessel and its crew, as well as for continued on-time operations, that testing
procedures are not only established but are regularly being implemented.
—LISCR’s Safety Department, safety@liscr.com

Liberia is the “benchmark registry” for sanctions compliance
The Liberian Registry participated in the
International Sanctions Implementation
& Enforcement Africa Regional
Workshop facilitated by Sandia National
Laboratories and held in Johannesburg,
South Africa this July. The Workshop
offered two parallel courses, one focusing on enforcement and implementation
of the United Nations Security Council
Resolutions on North Korea, and the From left to right: Anthony Twee, Margaret Ansumana, Cllr. Deweh
other on Strengthening Ship Registries. Gray, Irina Nossova
The Liberian delegation was headed by the Deputy Minister for Legal/Corporate Registrar, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Liberia, Cllr. Deweh Gray and included the Deputy Commissioner
for Maritime Operations and Deputy Corporate Registrar, Margaret Ansumana, the Compliance and
Legal Manager of LISCR, Irina Nossova, and the Director of Domestic Small Watercraft Agency,
Anthony Twee. Their presentations and subsequent discussions outlined the Registry’s compliance
culture, which has long been the mainstay of the Liberian Registry, while elaborating on the due diligence procedures, both onboarding and ongoing, which have been implemented to ensure sanctions
compliance. The Liberian delegation stressed the importance of training the Registry’s employees
on sanctions compliance, as well as the intention to implement “Know Your Clients’ Clients” vetting
procedures.
Ninety participants from other ship registries of the Africa region called Liberia the “benchmark registry” and the model for “best practises of flag registry management.” The Liberian Registry is proud
to enforce strict sanctions compliance and to serve as a model for other ship registries worldwide.

Welcome F. Humera Ahmed
F. Humera Ahmed has been
appointed Vice-President
of Legal and Business
Development of the Liberian
International
Ship
&
Corporate Registry (LISCR),
the US-based manager of
the Liberian Registry.
Mrs. Ahmed brings to her new role at LISCR nine
years of experience as an attorney at Blank Rome
LLP where she focused on maritime transactions,
finance issues and business development. She
holds a law degree from the School of Law at
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
LISCR’s Chief Operations Officer, Alfonso Castillero,
says, “Humera is a very energetic, knowledgeable
and proactive person. Her enthusiastic personality and legal / shipping background will significantly benefit and strengthen the presence of
LISCR in the New York and Connecticut markets.”
She will be based in LISCR’s New York office, from
where she can expand the LISCR global team and
bring the Liberian Registry closer to the international legal community in general, and to the New
York legal market in particular.

New LISCR Office in Imabari, Japan

From left to right: representing Yang Ming: Capt. CT Tun, Alice Ho, Michael Shih, Capt. Roger Ma, Vincent Lin;
representing LISCR: Benson Peretti, Pao-Chi Hsu, Christine Hsu

Liberian ship saves two at sea
On May 19th, the crew from Yang Ming’s containership,
YM EXCELLENCE, performed a textbook rescue when
they saw smoke and flames billowing from a burning
yacht. The two Australian nationals who fled the yacht
were brought on board and given food, water, blankets
and a room to stay. All seafarers train for these types of
emergencies, but most are never involved in an actual
sea rescue. Captain Lee Chien-Sheng and his crew acted swiftly and professionally to ensure a happy and safe
ending to the incident. The Liberian Registry presented
the captain and his crew with a Plaque of Appreciation
to congratulate them on a job well done.

Kevin Wakefield receives 40 under
40 award
Kevin Wakefield, District Manager of Decatur Marine, is a recipient of the
Waterways Journal 40 under 40 award for 2019. Executives and peers
nominate the honourees, which recognises their hard work and dedication
to the industry and their exceptional leadership. Kevin Wakefield is based
in LISCR’s New Orleans office.

Eiji Okazaki, President and Managing Executive
Officer of LISCR Japan, announced the opening
of the newest LISCR regional office in Imabari,
Japan in July 2019. As the Asian markets rapidly
expand, he stresses the importance of another
location for client meetings, a staff trained to
assist with registrations and for other technical issues. This is the sixth office to open in this
region since 2017.
Imabari, Japan office:
Maemi Bldg. 5FL, 1-5-3
Kitahourai-Cho, Imabari, Ehime, 794-0028 Japan
Phone: +81 898 52 8807
Fax: +81 898 52 8808
Office Address Changes:
Hamburg, Germany:
Neuer Wall 10, 4th Floor
20354 Hamburg, Germany
Phone: +49 40 3500 4660
Fax: +49 40 3500 4670
New York, USA:
99 Park Avenue, Suite 830
New York, New York, 10016 USA
Phone: +1 212 697 3434
Fax: +1 212 697 5655

GLOBAL OFFICES

HEADQUARTERS:
Virginia, USA
+1 703 790 3434
info@liscr.com

Hong Kong
+852 2810 1068
Gerry Buchanan, Managing Director
liscrfe@liscr.com.hk

Seoul, South Korea
+82 2 2135 9139
J. S. Kim, Managing Director
info@liscr.kr

Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: +90 216 688 37 56
Erhan Esinduy, Regional Manager
infoTurkey@liscr.com

Shanghai, China
+86 21 5258 8082
Alex Ye, Managing Director
China@liscr.com

London, UK
+44 (0)20 7702 4752
Kostas Ladas, General Manager
info@liscr.co.uk

Singapore
+65 6323 1048
Sau Weng Tang, Managing Director
info@liscr.sg

Adam Cohen
Executive Chairman
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Elan Cohen
Executive Chairman
Alfonso Castillero
Chief Operating Officer
Christine Doherty
Chief Financial & Administrative Officer
Benson Peretti
Senior VP, Global Services
New York, USA
+1 212 697 3434
registration@liscr.com

Monrovia, Liberia
+231 77 000 400
Joseph Keller, Executive Vice President
info@liscr.com

Humera Ahmed,
VP Legal & Business Development

Panama City, Panama
+507 263 2199
Alfonso Castillero, Chief Operating Officer
infoPanama@liscr.com

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
+9714 3452541
Sunil Jaitly, Regional Director
infoDubai@liscr.com

Piraeus, Greece
+30 210 452 9670
Michalis Pantazopoulos, Senior VP
info@liscr.gr

Hamburg, Germany
+49 40 35 00 4660
Merle Stilkenbaeumer, Managing Director
info@liscr.de

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
+55 21 9978 72736
John Goes, Regional Representative
infoBrazil@liscr.com

Greg Maj, General Manager

Tokyo & Imabari, Japan
(Tokyo) +81 3 5419 7001
(Imabari) +81 898 52 8807
Eiji Okazaki, President
info@liscr-japan.com
Zurich, Switzerland
+41 44 250 8650
Felizia Lieber, Corporate Manager
info@liscr.ch

After Hours
Emergency Contact
+1 703 963 6216
DutyOfficer@liscr.com

Receive Flagship Newsletters via Email by subscribing online at http://www.liscr.com/subscribe.
You can also sign up for LISCR Notices, Advisories, and other Alerts using the above link.
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